
 

It's been a long time since I edited my last release of Monli Race. I feel that the original version is good enough, but with this
new update out in the world, it'd be a shame if you didn't have a chance to experience it with fresh eyes. The changes are small
and polite, but they add up in big ways when you give them one at a time. This time, Monli Race has been brought to you by
modder "Chronexia", who is the one who made her first appearance in the world of public modding (or at least that's what I
believe)! She might be still new to this, but give her some time and she'll be right on par with veteran modders like me. So,
yeah... please enjoy this wonderful race! Monli Race was chosen as a special permanent character for the launch event of 
KreedZ | The Library; an online virtual library project where authors can upload their works to share them with other users.
Here's the official announcement of her selection: " Monli Race is a character from a new 3D fantasy MMORPG called  Project
KreedZ developed by "KreedZ Online" forum forum. This new generation 3D multiplayer role-playing game will be released in
2014. This new race is designed for high levels and powerful characters who play with the Monli class, but it can also be
playable in other classes when they reach level 75. The development team has chosen this particular race because of its elegant
and beautiful design, and this is specially created for the community of players who like to play as female characters. " - Source:
The Library One of the best reasons to visit KreedZ | The Library is to see all the high-quality content hosted there. You'll be
able to find a lot of mods, textures, and other resources for your enjoyment. The forum itself is highly moderated and very
respectful of users from all around the world. It's the perfect place for a well-rounded gaming community. Later on, Monli Race
was featured in a compilation blog post for the entire KreedZ family of games  by modder " Max C". Here's what he had to say
about her: " I'm also a big fan of Monli Race from Project KreedZ, that is why I spent a lot of time to make these 2 mods. In
short, she is a member of one of the three races available in  Project KreedZ . This race looks very refined and beautiful
according to their concept art and also because I made them with detail art. The character has a very unique design and natural
looking textures.
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